THE ROBERT O. ANDERSON GRADUATE SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT
Supplemental Application for Integrated BBA/MACCT Program

This form must accompany your application packet

This program is aimed at Anderson students with a clear focus on accounting, tax accounting or information assurance. Students will obtain a Bachelors and Masters in Accountancy (BBA & MACCT) and meet the 150 hour requirement to take the CPA exam. Students take 6 credits of graduate level MACCT courses in their senior year that will count for both the BBA and the MACCT degree. A detailed list of courses and suggested schedules are available on the Integrated BBA/MACCT concentration sheet.

STEP 1: To be completed by the student.

Name_________________________________________ UNM ID#________________________
Email _________________________________________ Phone __________________________
Expected Date of BBA Graduation ______________
Semester you are applying for (circle one): Fall Spring Summer Year ____________

In order to be admitted to the Integrated BBA/MACCT Program, I confirm I meet the following requirements:
☐ I am a current BBA Accounting concentration student within 36 hours of graduation; AND
☐ I have a cumulative UNM GPA of a 3.25 or higher; AND
☐ I have in progress or completed MGMT 340, 341, and 346 and I understand that a GPA of 3.5 or higher must be calculated before an admissions decision can be made; AND
☐ I have completed an essay describing my intentions and motivations for completing this program; AND
☐ I have completed the online Integrated BBA/MACCT application, paid the application fee, and will turn in the signature page, essay, and this supplemental application form to the Anderson Advisement office by the following deadlines (please note that late applications will be accepted—visit ASM website for specific deadlines):

October 1 – Spring Admission    February 1 – Summer Admission    April 1 – Fall Admission

I understand that in order to continue in the MACCT program immediately following the completion of my BBA degree, I must:

➢ Complete 6 hours of graduate level MACCT coursework with earned grades of B or better; AND
➢ Email the graduate advisor to indicate my BBA degree is pending and to receive full master level admission so that I may continue with the Integrated BBA/MACCT program.

Student Signature_________________________________________ Date________________

STEP 2: To be completed with the student and Anderson BBA advisor.

The student is within 36 hours of completing their BBA degree with an accounting concentration with a minimum 3.25 UNM GPA and has in-progress or completed MGMT 340, 341, and 346. Please indicate the course breakdown below:

Total # of hours taken to date __________
Total # of hours in progress __________
Total # of hours remaining to graduate __________

BBA Advisor Approval_________________________________________ Date __________________

STEP 3: To be completed by Anderson graduate advisor.

The student has been informed of the process for enrolling in graduate level management courses as Integrated BBA/MACCT student and formal process to continue after completion of a BBA degree.

Anderson Graduate Advisor Approval_________________________________________ Date __________________